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A pupil's experiences between the ages of 11 and 16 probably shape,his
ultimate view of science and of the natural world. During these ydars
most youngsters become more adept at thinking conceptually. Since
concepts arc at the heart of science, this is the age at which most Stu-
dents first gain the ability to study science in a really organized way.
Here, too, the commitment for or against science .as an interest or a
vocation is often made.

Para5loxically, the students.at this critical age have been the ones
leastsaffected by the recent effort to produce new scignce instructional
materials. lifspite 4 number Of commendable efforts to improve the
situation, -the middle years stanq today as a comparatively weak link in
science education between the rapidly changing elementary curriculum .

and the recently revitalized high school science courses. This volume
and its accompanying materials represent One, attempt to provide a
sOund approach to instruction for this relatively uncharted leVel.

. At ,the outset the organizers of the ISCS Project decided that it
Would be Shortsighted and .unwise to try to fill the gap in middle
school science education by simply writing another textbook. We chosei
instetid to chaittnge -tome of the most firmly established concepts
about how to. teach and just what science filliterial can and- should be
taught ,to adolescents.-- The ISCS staff have tended to Mistrust what
authorities believe about schools, teachers, children, and teaching until
we have had the chance to test these assumptions in actuatclassrooms
With real children. As conflicts have arisen, our-policy has been to rely
mote upon what we saw happening in the schools !hart .upon what
authorities,sa0 could or wotild happen. It is largely becau,se of this

policy that Abe ISCS materials represent a subitanial departure trom
the norm.

The primary difference between the ISCS program and more cork-
ventional apprOltcheS is the fact that it allows each student -to travel

I.
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at his own pace, and it permits the scope and sequence of instruction
to vary with his interests, abilities, and background. The ISCS writers
have systematical! tried tO give the student more of a role in deciding
what he should st dy next and how soon he should study it. When the
materials are" use as intended, the ISCS teacher serves more as a
"task easer" than a "task master." It is his job to help the student
answer the questions that arise from his own study rather than to try
to anticipate and package what the student needs to knoW.

There is nothing radically ncw in the ISCS approach to instruction.
Outstanding teachers from Socrates to Mark Hopkins have stressed the
need to personalize education: ISCS has tried to do something more
than pay lip service to this goal. ISCS' major contribution has been to
design a system _whereby an. Average teacher, operating under normal
constraints, in an ordinary classroom with ordinary children, can in-
deed give maximuin attention to each student's progress.

The development of the ISCS material has been a group _effort from
the outset. It began in 1962, When outstanding educators met to decide
what might be done to improve Middle-grade science-teaching. The
recommendations of these conferences were converted into a tentative
plan for a set of instructional materials by a small group of Florida
State University faculty members. Small-scale writing sessions con-
ducted on the 'Florida State-campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted in
pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Florida schools
during the 1965-66 schooi year. All this preliminary work was sup-
ported by.funds generously provided by The Florida State Univertigy.

In June of 1966; financial support was provided by the United States .
Office of Edtication, and- the preliminary effort was formalized into
the ISCS -project. Later, the Fational Science FouAdation made sev-
eral additional grants in supeort of the ISCS effort.

'The first draft of 'these materials was produced in 1968, during a
summer writing conference. The conferees were scientists, science
eduCators, and junior high school teachers drawn' from all over the
United States. The original materials have been -revised three times
prior to their publication in this volume. More than 150 writers' have
contritbuted to the materials,, and more than 180,000 children; in 46
states, 'have been involved in their field testing.

We 'sincerely hope that the teachers and, students who will uie this
material will find that the.gireat amount or time, money, and effort
that liasVne into its developmtnt has been worthwhile.

"4.

Tallahassee, Florida 1.\ The Directors ./
..February;1972 INTERMEMATE SC1EN9 cufflutuLum STUDY
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Notes to the Student
*

This Record Book is where you should write your. answers.
Try to fill in the answer to each question as you come to it.
If the lines ggaat long enough for your ariswers, use the mar-
e% too.

Fill in the blank tables with the data from your experiments.
--And use the grids to plot your graphs. Naturally, the answers
depend on what has come before in the particular chapter or

. excursion. Do your reading in the textbook and use this book
only for writing down your answers.

t

Notes io the Teacher
. .. ,

i . , ,,

In allot every instance,:variable ansviers are of a quantitative
-nature and are baseck.on measurements the studeets themselves
make. In these cases, other answers may also be accepted:
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Chapter. 2
Can You
Match It?

02-1. No, except th4t h tiakes up space

lt -changed the surroundings by adding heat, light, and other

products such As smoke and ash.

Dig Yesi I could smell the=s0Ipke, see the light, and feel the hcat

(if I 'tripd).
_

02.4. Answers will vary depending on knoWleclge of the meaning of
i

"chemical change.", Probable ariswer for' those who have concept: New

products were formed as rertants were used up.

CHECKUP
1. a. V b. _.V._. C. __V___ d.\ ,

2. a. ...i b. _ .c. V__. d. _i_._

3. a. _ ' b. _d c. _l \ d.
.

02-s. Had tO strike it (rub it on the sandpaper)

.024. Heat

024. Heat,light, ash, smoke (hot gases and solids)

02-8; Water (H20 or, HOH).

D24. Heat and light

D2-10. Oxygen

02-11. Yes; answers will vary: may include adding heat, carbon di-

oxide, water vapor, or Moisture, and taking away oxygen.

Figure 2-6 02-12.

r1 1 01 :ill ritY.
Heat. carbon dioxide, water vapor

AIR-Oxygen

I

4
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02-13. Yes

02-14.

Corn Plant
*Carbon dioxicle

Oxygen

-Water

pti!Ler chemical nutrients

Sunlight

02-15.

Corp. Plant

*Oxygen

*Water vapor
(from leaves)

Seeds

Waste products
(including its
own body after
death)

' '0 .

4 Rat
Oxygen

Watcr

Food -

. Rat
Carbon.dioxide

Waste products
(including its>
own body after
death

° ;41;

a.

2-14. Answers will vary. *if
familiar with the photosyn-
thetic process

"Bug" Fox

Oxygen Oxygen

Water Water

Food

"Bug"
Carbon dioXide

-Waste producis
(including its,
own body after
death

Food

2-15. Answers will vary. 51f
familiar with photosynthetic
process "'If familiar with
transpiration in green plants

Fox

Carbon. dioxide

Wase products
(including its
own body after
death)

0 2-18. The corn plant may provide food.for the rat: The rat may serve

as food for the fox. In other words,.the rat may eat the grain or the

plant, and the fox may eat the rat. So alsd, the bug may eat the corn

and be eaten by the fox.

02-17. The plant releases oxygen to the atmosphere.* The fox, rat,

A and "bug" may then uie some of that oxygen. The body wastes of the

fox, rat, and "bug" may be added to the soil. The plant may be fertilized

by these waste productsb or by the decaying animal bodies after their
p.

death.

2-17. *It famitiar with photo-
synthetic process

3



02-18. Oxygen

024 9. Carbon dioxide

1:12.20.

GREEN PLANTS

Carbon dioxide and oxygen

Figure 2-11
02-21. The amount of oxygen would decrease, and the amount of

carbon dioxide would increase.

02_22. The amount of 'oxygen would be reduced. (The amount of

carbon dioxide would also itcrease.)

02-23.. Carbon dioxide gas and the animal's waste products. Dead

bodies of animals can also benefit plants by serving as a source of plant

food (fertilizer).

Figure 2-13
4

Producers
(Green plants)

Plants as food

-1-- Nutrients
Oxygen

-44-Oxygen -

-4-- Carbon dioxide
Wastes Dead bodies 0-

-- Water

Surroundings

Carbon dioxide

Other animals
as food

Oxygen
Water

-re--- Wastes Dead bodies

Consumers
(Animals)

Carbon dioxide

Chemical fertilize/s
Wastes Dead bodies of plants
and animals

Decomposers
(Microscopic
organisms)

Oxygen

-*-- Water

, :,c
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D2-2 The plants might increase in nmuber. Animals ,that ordinarilys.

live on the plant consumer might be without a source of food.

0 2-26. Breakdown bf animal and plant wastes could not occur. Plants

would not be able to use thele wastes as fertilizer. Weakened plants

provide less food, and all animals would be affected.

There would probably. be a rapid .decline in the. population02-27.

of the animals being consumed. (This would reduce the food supply

for the other animals and would probably reduce their number.)

From the water (Oxygen from the air dissolves in the water.)03-1.
,

Green plants03-2.
It should increase the size of the. population.034.
ft would increase the B.O.p. because the increased food suPpli

would increase the portulation. The larger population would need more

Claygelel.

6.0034.
034. TUbe 3

03-7. Tube 1

Some of the oxygen in the air near the surface of the liquid034.
,would dissolve. It would then react with the dissolved methylene blue.

Yes034.

, .

, .4

7

Chapter
Watera Water.
Everywhere
. . But .

0340. The blUe color will disappear (except. at. the surface of the

liquid)._
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03_it Answers will vary.

03_12. Answers will vary, depending on prediction (shoukt be Ycs).

03.13 Answers wilt yap', depending on prediction.

0344. The oxygen must have been used up faster in tube 3 than,in

tube 2, arid faster in tube 2 than in tube I. -.

0345. The oxygen would be used up faster and therefore there would

be less oxygen' in the water .after the sewage is added to it.

03:10. It increases,

st

The B.O.D. would increas

Table 34

.

Test
Tube

. -

Time for Change to OCC11F
.

Time of
Mixing

Time of
Change

_

Total Time
for Change

I

2

3

0348. It. would reduce the amount of oxygen available for the other

populations.

03.19. 4; g

03-20. 64

03-21.

Figure3-3
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03-22. It shoted decrease the amdlint.

PROBLEM BREAK 3-1

Plan:

R.esult4:

Conclusions:

. t5,54

5

Sfl

PROBLEM BREAK 4-1

Initial appearance of vials:
Vial 1:
Vial 2:
Vial 3: .

Vial 4:

Appearance after 1 day
Vial 1:
Vial 2:
Vial 3:
Vial 4:

Conclusions

"

.;
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Chapter 4
The Undesirables
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Table 4-1

PaY
Observed

Hours
Elapsed

DISH C
.... (Control):
% Germinated

I%
Detergent Solution:

% Germinated

.
5%

Detergent Solution:
% GermtaatedI.

2 ,

. 2
.

. , 3

4 _

.

.
4-1. The description will vary
somewhat from student` to
student. There should be
Quite a noticeable difference
between the seedlings in the
control digh and those in the -

5% solution.

a fi

04-1.

It;
Observed

. I

DesCription of
Seedlings in
Control Dish

Description of
Seedlings in I%

Detergent Solution

Description of
Seedlings in 5%

Detergent Soltition

I

A

.

.

A

'

s

3

A.

Table 4-2
PROBLEM BREAK 4-2

The function of root hairs on a plant is:

04-2. Yes

0 4-3 Yes; fewer seeds gerihinated in the detergent solution..

a

wit
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044. Descriptions will, vary slightly from student to student. .

044. The amount of oxygen available decreases when the B.O.D. of

an organism increases rapidly.

044.. Other oxygen-using organisms would suffer from this decrease

in ougcn available. They may leave the area or they may die.

'1/4
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04_10. The nonbiodegradable wastes could kill organisms that aCcu-

mulate the wastes' in their bodies. The wastes could also decrease the

. oxygen content of the water if they accumulate on the surface of the

water. They could harm plants and animals if they accumulate on the

bottom of the Lakes and rivers.
1.

0441. The-larger the animal, the more it eats, and the more non/

degradable chemicals it can store in its body.

04.12. The pesticides would be4assed on and stored in our bodies.

0443. Any animals that have' come in contact in some way with

pesticides could transfer the .pesticides to the hunlan body.

0 4-1 4. Answers will,vary.
4

PROBLEM BREAK 4-4

Arguments for banning pesticides:

Arguments against banning pesticides:

(

2 2
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PROBLEM BREAK 4-5

054. Increasing temperature increases the rate of a ch4niical change. Chapter 5
Getting Ail
Steamed. Up

Con-
0 tainer .

i Tempel,: .

ature (respira
tivity
n for 20 sec.)

Average
. Count

Other
Observations

-- 3.
. ,..

1.
..

2. ..,
3. . .

E3s4. The fish seemed more active in the warmer water.

054. Warm-blooded

054. The fish's temperature would decrease in the cooler water. The

fish would probably become less active:
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n5_6. The student will probably predict a decrease in breathing rate.
OPTIONAL ACTIVLTY

Plan:

oft

Equipment:
4

Observations:

Conclusions:

Teacher's Initials

054. It probably would have died. .

054. Goldfish can be kept in water at room temperature. Brook trout

Would have to be kept in cold water.
PROBLEill BREAK 5-1

Conclus. a



054Teased water temperature would probably niuse an increase
1.

in the te of chemical reactiOns inside the fish.

Table 5-3

Ma

litst

No.
Temperauire

(C°)

Starting
Time from

Activity 5-12.

Time When ,
n.Color

Disappears

Total-

:time for
Decolorization

(minutes)

l

\
-

Room temper-
ature (24-26°) i__

. .

s2 Warm (35-40°) . .

3 Warm.(35-40°) . .

Yes; the higher the temperature of the water, the faster the

oxygen was used.

DS-1i. Yes

A control

0543. No

C15-14. Yes

Yes05-15.
l'he amount of oxygen gas that will dissolve in water decreases

with increasing temperature.

ow: You'd expect him to be ih cold water, where there was more

oxygen.

Since oxygen is more abundant in cold water, you would expect

more life in cold water.

1.

,
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Chapter 6
Sick Air?

4

4

;z1,4

PV1:

14,

b549.. Heat pollution would cause a decrease in the oxygen., and

therefore could cause a decrease in the number of liviii or animus. .

_ .
1,

,

PROBLEM BREAK 5-21 ,

1.

2.

3.

40

5.
a_

6. v
.

,Material
'Burned

,

.

Color and Odor of
Smoke Produced

,

Description of
Other Products

of Burning ..%

_

.,
.

Other
A

Observations

Cotton
. ,

,
Turpentine
and cotton

.,

Wool cloth.
.

-,
.

. 4 .

Styrofoam
. ' -..

.
.

4.ei",',1q,c; .
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0.4. Answers will vary.

41

0.4. Answers will vary,

044. Water vapor

.0414. CO2

064. Yes

064. Transpôrtatiou

004. Transportation

Ds& All of them, partieularly electrical power plants and heating,

alltd industry

064. Electrical power plants and heating, and industry,

0.40. All of them

PROBLEM BREAK 6-1

.-
.-NA.ter

a.

44-4, 4114-.

Thit should help sensi-
tize the Student .to the per-
son& contribution we ail
make to air pollution. Air pol-
lution is not something clone
by 'tad guyte only.

Souice Of Sinoke

N

I.

0.41. 55.5 million

00,42. l8t5 million

: ,

ft,

Material Being Burned

A

'Kind of *-
Smoke Produced .

rt

t
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1-19. These are approximide
values that can be read horn
the graph.

te

' ..16

PARTICULATE POLLUTION

Results of youf investigation:

Conclusions:

qp

Sources o*particles:

0 643. Predictions'will vary.

0644; .Predictions will vary.

D"5. CarbOn monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and hydrocarhons
5

0 6-16. Hydrocarbons, solid particulates, and nitrogen oxides

1-1641. Diesel engine."
64 81 :21, 652, 400g

06.19. 24 hours; l hours; 1 hour

0640. 564.20

06:21. *Answers will valy.

06122. Answers will vary.
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074: At1SWeirill vary slictlitlr: .

07.7. Student's willprobabb indicate day 9 or 10. The important thing

is for them to explain how they'know thisthe ,fatt that there is no,

6

, increase in the popUlation. .

74. 'It slchvly increased.

074. It rapidly increased.
1

ol
Y07.,10. It leveled off., . .

,

0141 a!)yailabiliDr f food, oicygen, 04 Taee, and.presence of 'disease

and wastes.are among those the itudent may list.
°

It .has not leveled off,yrt (still rapidly, increasin).

No

b744. No
'" ti*.

r

.
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0145. Yes

3.1:,;d6V

07,48. Answers wilt vary.

084. Answers will vary. Chapter 8
op-2. 60; 3,600 Facing Real

! s_a, 86,400 Problems

064. $_§,Vo x 365, or 31,536,000

03,5, 861400 x165 x 60, or 1,892,160,000

084. Table 8-1

WORLD POPULATION

Birthrate = 311.000 per day

Death rate = 138,200 per da

Gain in population = 172,800 per day

0114. 172,800

MOSLEM eflEAK 8-1.

0N

alLti

fa



PROBLEM BREAK 8-2

PROBLEM BREAK 6-3

PROBLEM BREAK. 64
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PROBLEM BREAK 8-5

PROBLEM BREAK 84
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Excursion 2-1
Rearranging
Particles

05. Answers will vary.

6. The student should suggest some way to chcck his answer.

-

02-

E13-

E114.

05

06.

Elements

100 or so

Compounds

No

Reaction A, decrease; reaction B, increase

It would be the same amount..

Excursion 2-2 01. = cow could be fed, based on cottontails.

Bounty Hunters 3 = cow could LI fcd, based On jackrabbits.

4

'1.4t

02. 25,000 x 125 = 3,125,000 cottontails

25,000 x 15 = 375,000 jackrabbits

03. 3,125,000 cottontails/50 cottontails per sheep = 62,500 sheep

375,000 jackrabbits/15 jackrabbits per sheep = 25,000 sheep
t'Y

62,500 + 25,000 = 87,500.sheep

04. 3,125,000 cottontails/250 cottontails per cow = 12,500 cows

375,000 jackrabbits/75 jackrabbits per cow = 5,000 cows

12,500 + 5,000 = 17,500 cows

05.

06.

More grazing land would be needed.

.17,500 tows x $25 per cow = $437,500

Answers will vary.

A

cr4
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4.

o& Answers will vary.

, ;.3).y

-.,-k ; 10% ' ' '
.!0:;e,..,

. '' s .^ , '.i'
. t i' "t- '-'-'

, -L .,-.1,k,--,4\ .-4-P- vA-k=7,-..dialikvistffitrAy'l'irkli .. r. 4 ,2'

cat Answers will vary.

Evaporation

(Readings from the map)

o& (Readings from the map)

(Readings from the map) k,

o& Answers will vary.

Answers will vary.

o& 120,750,000,000 "liters.

09. It's increasing.

Agriculture; industry and steam electric utilities

oil...Industry and steam electric utilities

0.19. The increase in water usage is,.much greater than the increase

in population.
.04

4

'

, \ 38

Excursion 34
A Drink of
the Nile
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Excursion 4-1

. . :.!1-1:'ir,06.644.44.4,1

Table 1

Clean _

Vegetables?
Average
Height of
Seedlings

General
Conditon
of koots Additional Observations

l day after
planting

Container A
.

Container B .

Containcr C

-

2 days after
planting .

Containcr A

Containcr B

Containcr C ..
.

3 days aftcr
planting

Container A
A

Container B
...

.

-

Container C .
.

4 days after
planting

Container A ..

Container B
. s
Container< .

5 days ifter
planting

.

Container A
.

.
..

Container B I

Container C
. . .

.

6 days after
planting.

Container A .

. .
.

Container B _

.

Container C
.

,
.

.

7 days after
planting

Container A
.

Container B ir
i .

.Containcr C 1
. .

.
.

:4\4'

2 ,.y.v

Dl. Answers will vag.
MO.

-`

39
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c32. Aniwers will vary.

.

tertit-itrilkttir&ziafrallg.ia, ,h-ta-bat"Ir'," A

03. Answers will vary.

2100

1800

i .1509

1200

900

800

306.

-

Data from Table 1 =

Excursion 6-1
Smoggy
London Town

Data from Table 2 =

r

a

I I

925'
20 15 1p --5 0 51 10 " 15.

Temperatuie -(°C)
U.

NOM

6.1. As height above ground increates, temperature decreases. :

20 26 30

, figure 1

oz Cold air is denser-and stays clOser to the ground, wfiile the lighter,.

warmer -air is pushed up.
, .

.

03. The line is not straighl; qat,,atir is not gradtailly colder at higher

altitudes. Warm Air lies floating on Old, dense air below.

cyt. Predictions may vary.
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_-Questions 0 through 10 SW- 06.
dent respontes will be varia-
Me and unique. Some of the
factonk they shoutd try to
evaluate ate these:
1. is the cost of the practice
reasonable or prohibitive?
L How much will air polio-
tion be reduced by this prac-
tice?
3. Will indushy. commerce.
and labor be eadously hurt by
the costs of the practice?
4.. ls possible to produce
onoullh Power f0 ofmrhide
anti-air-pollution devices as
needed?
5. Will it be wee to do without
transportation services dur-
ing alr-pollution crises?
11. Will it be safe to do without

, home furnaces during air:
pollution alias? CIS.
7. Can any particular pain-
lice be put into effect knme-
diately. or will its effect be
years Ireconthig?

010.

v

Dli. AILSWCIS will way_

'4

012. Answr* will ray.

Li1 3. Answers will vaiy.

. 014. Answers win Nary.

Excursion 7-1'
. "The Mime the

.

Merrier? Sincc the.n.unibcr of mice increased and the amount of food was

constant, there was less_ food per mouse available.

4,
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02. When there IS abundant. ibodt the population will tend to ilicrease.

When a food shortage deveittps, the size of the population will have

to adjult somehow_

cm Yes. If mice can iea%e 'to find food elsewhere, this will leave more
/

food for those whq remain behind. This could allow the size of the

remaining population to stay fairly constant. Tiis is true for an "open
c.)

system."

04. Emigration rate increases when food shortage increases. Evidence

lies in Expeijlnent A.

$

Bilrihrate declines and remains constant when food supply is low.

o& Cmwding leads to other means of population control (fighting,

cannibalism, icreased infant death rate).

07. By the means mentioned in the answer t# questioh 6

o& The experimental conditions varied.

O. Answers will vaty.

010. Answers will vary.

1 2
31
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03-
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05.

06.
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None
Excursion 7-2

None . Escape into Space
Venus

Venus

About 104 yeais

253 pounAs

0 7. None of them have five .oxygen.

Ds. 100,000 hours from Earth. to Neptune

og. Jupiter

010, Mercury has no MOMS.

11. About la the size of Earth, or about la the size of the moon

2,800000,000 -± 3,500,000 miles from the sun

2,707,000,000 -...±- 3,500,000 miles from Earth

,i,A.bout 100,000 hours

Almut $27000000

0 12. Earth and Mars

013. None

0 14. Probably will say No

0 15. More than 190;000

016. More than 1,900

Stts 3, 4, and 5

EA. Set 2

03. Set

14

C. a

4.

Excursion 74
Birthday Control

33
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Table 1

,

e

POPULATION CHANGES*

Parent
Set

Generation

Parent 2nd 3rd 4th
,

5th
,

12 6 . 3 1
,

0

.2
12 12 12 12 12

.. 3 12
._...,

18
...

27 39 57

4
'112 -

''24 48 96 192

5 12
_

75 185 460

Alb

Figure 2 500'

450

400

350

300

e .250

200

g 150
A

100

.

so

.Parent 2nd 3rd Ath 5th
, Generation
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04. Set 5-

LA 2 , '

e. The population would decrease.

.07. Around 310 million

03. About 250 million.

03.-.About 60 million

010. Answers will vary.

`

0li. Answers will ve-ary.

012. Answers will vary.

a.

013. Answers will vary.

se?.

t21,.

-zzk,tfftikiti;ipktk;.,

1-

a.

0 1. Definitions will' vary.
a Excursion 8-1 .

Ssh! You're
Polluting the
EnvironmentProbal3ly 25-50 on decibel scale

03. Personal preference

04. 130 or higher

05. 43-decibel hearing loss
-

.-",. .

.95
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06. 6-decibel healing gain

0 7. HO

8. Slower

. 09. Examples,will vary.

28-decibel hearin loss

0". Noise yroduction increases with increased speed.

012. lchey .are about the satne.-N-

er

\

a&

- ?" ",'
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How Well Ami DotrIg?
'{#4 4

,76

,s

You probably wonder what you are expected to learn in this science
course. You would like to know how well you are doing. This sectidn
of the bOok will help you, find out. It contains a Self-Evaluation for
each chapter. If you can answer all the questions, you're doing very
well.

The Self-Evaluations are for your benefit. Your teacher will not use
the results to give you a grade. Instead, you will grade yourself, since
you are able to check yipur own answers as you go along.

Here's how to use the'Self-Evaluations. When you finish a chapter,
take the Self-Evaluation for that chapter. After answering the questions,
turn to the Answer Key that is at the end of this* section. The Answer
Key will tell you whether your answers re right or wrong.

Some questions can be answered in mo e than one w_ley. Your answers
to these questions may not q4ite a3ç4ith those in the Answer Key.
If you miss a question, review the material upon which it was based
before going on to the- next chapter. Page references are frequently
included in tbe Answer Key to help you review.

On the next to last page of this booklet, there is .a grid; which you
can use to keep a record of your own progress.
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Notes for the Teacher

I.

), .
The fbllowing sets of Ties -ons have been designed for self-

-. evaluation by your studentsk The iiitent of the self-evaluation
c, questions is to inform the, student of his progress..The answers

. are provided for the students to give them positive.reinfoiref-
. ment. For this reason it is important that each student 4, '

, wed to answer these questions without feeling the pressurel
no ii ly associated with testing. We as166that you do not grade....,,c

the st dent on any of the chapter self-evaluation .questions or
in any ay make him feel tha this is a comparative device.

The st dent shouldnswer the questions for each chapter as .

soon as he finishes the chapter. After answering the questions,
- he should "check his answers intrniediately by referring to the- .

appropriate set of answers in the back of his Student Record .
Book.

There are some questions that require planning or assisiance
from the classrooth teacher or aide. Instructions for thise are)

. listed in color on the pages that follow..You should check this
- list carefully, noting any item that may require your presence

or preparation. Only _items which require some . planning or
assistance .are listed. '

You should check occasionally to see if your students are ,
completing the, progress chart on page 68.,

-e .
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Circle the excursion\for this chapter if you completed it.
1-1

SELF-EVALUATION 1

01-2. Circle the- anstver that best describes the proportion of Europeans
who died of the plague in the 14th century.

a. 1 out of 10
b. 3 out of 10
c. 5 out of 10
d. 7 ou1vof\10

9 out of 10

014. Circle the answer_that best describes the movement of the plague
across Europe in the 14th century. The plague. started in the

a. west and movea east.
b. east and moved west.
c. south and moved north.
d. north and moved south.

central portiori and spread out in all directions.

01-4.. An oil tanker spilled oil during a storm in the Gulf of Mexico.
The ocean currents q'tuckly moved the Oil in a southerly direction. For
each half-hour period, show how far the oil had spread by sketching
a line across the map on page 40. (Notice that a line has "already. been

. drawn for the 2:00 P.M. information.) .
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Time Distance of Oil
tt.1,4:1 from Ship (m)

2:00 500
2:30 1500
3:00 1750
3:30 2250
4:00

Figure 1-1

[11-S. The nature of disease was little known in the 14gtt century. Cist
two ormore of the ideas offered at the time to explain the plagUt and
its spread.

Li 1-6. We now know much more about the nature of disease than was
known in the 14th century. List two or more of the conditions that we
now kiow helped the plague spread so quickly.

SELF-EVALUAT1ON 2 Circle any of the excirsions for thit chapter that you completed.
2-1; 2-2

40
02-1. Name two factors that are necessary for a match .to burg.

(

5-,
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02-2. What is the main input from the surroundings to a burning
match?

02-3. Is oxygen an input to, or an output from, a burning match?!

t
02-4. -List the-outputs from a btirning match to its surroundings.
immo

02-5. Define the word system as used in this unit_

024. Describe how the following terms are related: component, system,
input, and output.

02-7. Many people have pets and house plants in their homes. Figure
2-1 shows a cat-geranium-human air system. Complete the figure by
drawing input-output arrows for the exchange of gases between the
animals and the plant.

4
5

Figure 2-1

ata.- z f .4401' j. :.," 4% 'I " 41.1. , -2.7'' "

U.

eq,

41.
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2-8. Name the gas output of thc geranium that is an input for humans
and cats.

C124. Name the gas output of humans and cats that is an input for .

geyaniums.
%,

,

02-10. A system that includes several kinds of organisms is shown in
Figure 2-2., Place each organism in the appropriate category below:
Producer(s)

Decomposer(s)

Consumer(s)

Microscopic view otbacteria Hawks

t

-""t. .1

,
'

;

Agin*

t
014 F..kef...a 7 -4 1: *

'
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02-11. Figure 2-3 includes each of the organisms shown in Figure 2-2.
Complete the diagram by drawing input-output arrows labeled "Food,"
"Oxygen," "CO2," anti "Wastes."

.

Carrot

mg.

IBacteria

I'Snake

[ Hawk

Figure. 2-3

0 2-12. Suppose a combiitaticin of poisoning and trapping removed all
the gophers from the syStem shown in Figure 2-3. Describe t.he effect
this might have On the

a. nurnber of carrots.

b, number. of snakes.

c..number of hawks.,

Or. kindi of bacteria:

02-13.Txplain why ireen plants in a food-chain system
produceis. (Oxygen is not to be considered as a food.

are called .

ktI7

:

'

.
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to3.

F12-14. Construct a diagram using laboled irrows to show die input
and output of a green plant in sunlight.

1

02-15. In what way or ways do living things change their surroundings?

02-16. What kinds of effects do you have on ybur environment in just
one day's time?

-41

SELF-EVALUAT1ON 3 Circle the .excursion for this chapter if you completed it.
a 3-1

03-1. Most organisins require oxygen. Aquatic organisms (those living
in water) get their oxygen from the oxygen gas dAsolved in the water.
What type of organiSins supply oxygen to the water?

7

03-2. Define biac emical oxygen demand (B.O.D.).

4

42.C".
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03-3. In Chapter 3, you did various experiments with yeast and milk
in order to study some of the changes that iake place in surface waters.
What organisms did the yeast represent in those investigations?

What did the milk represent in those investigations?

03-4. Methylene blue solution may be added to water as an indicator
for what substance?

03-5. A scientist has three test tubes (A, B, and C)- of clear solutions.
He adds a little.methylene blue solution to each of the tubes, shikes
them, and looks for a color change. He observes that tubes A and C
become colorlep, while tube B remains blue. Circle the statement below
that would be a logical conclusion from tile experiment.

a. Oxygen is present in tubes A and C but not in B.
. b. CO2 is present in tubes A and C but not in .B. Th

c. Oxygen is present in tube B but not in A and C.
d.'CO2 is present in tube B but nat in A and C.
a. Oxygen is present in all tuBes, but only tube B has CO2.

03-4. Circle the statement that -best describes what happens to the
biochemical oxygen demand when the concentration of sewage is
increased in surface waters.

a. It remains the same because microorganisms take in the oxygen
released by sewage_

b. It remains the same because sewage takes in the oxygen released
by microorganisms.

c. It increases because microorganisms use up oxygen when
decomposing sewage.

sed. It decreases because microorganisms releaoxygen when de-
composing seirage.

03-7. For years, the.same amount of sewage has been dumped into
a river daily. Now the'people want to dump less sewage. As the amount
of sewage is reduced in she river, what will happen to the

a. population of mictoorganisms that are decomposers?

6



b. biochemical oxygen demand of the living organisms?

03-8. An organism called "glug" reproduces every 30 seconds by
dividing into two glugs. If you stan out with one glug, how manyglugs
will there be at the end of three minutes if all glugs live?

D3-9. Define pollution.

SELF-EVALUAT1ON 4 Circle the excursion for this chapter if you completed it.
4-1

04-1. Detergents, while better than\soap for washing clothes, create
pollution problems. What are three pollution problems caused bydetergent use?

04-2. For animals, the most important gas output frOrOlants is

04-3. For plants, the m9st important gas output. from animals is

04-4, What is meant when a substance is'called "biodegradable"?

Cs

,Aaktlk
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04-5. Below is a list of organisms. Complete the table by writing the
name of each organism next to the concentration of DDT you predict
it would have in its body.

concentration of DDT Organism .

0.3 Minnow

0.9 Bigger fish

2.4
.

,
Algae and nucroscopic
organisms- _

,

21.6 Fish-eating bird t-

044. Phenol red is used as an indicator-for

-04-7. Is the gas exchange of germinating seeds with their environm
most like the gas exchange between green plants and air, or betwee
animals and air?

048. A student placed 24 r#dish seeds on a damp paper towel in a
small dish. Three days later he observed that 18 of the seeds had
germinated. What percentage of the radish seeds had germinated at

/lhalijme?
1

.1

,.

044. Rearrange the follow ng list of organisms in the order of their
relative numbers in an area. hat is, list the mist abuttdant organism
first, and the least abundant `crganism last: RabbitsGreen Plants
Coyotes. - \

. \

58
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04-10. There is no farming anywhere near Antarctica. Yet DDT has
been found in the fish-eating birds that live there. DDT is used to
control pests on land many thousands of miles away. Explain how DDT
canzet from the area where it is usecli into fish-eating birds in Antarc-
tica.

411,

04-11. List three causes of pollution problems.

; I

r.

04-12. Circle one of the following characteristics of a certain substance
that cannot cause pollution problems.

a. Serves as food for microorganisms.
b. Is nonbiodegradable.
c. Has poisonous effect when present in large amounts.
d. Changes phenol red color to yellow.

04-13. List three foods from which you might pick up nonbiodegra4-
able pesticides such as MYR

(
--

SELF-EVALUATION. 5 05-1. According to the graph in Figure 5-1, which one of the following
statements best describes the relationship between the concentration-.
of dissolved gas in water and the temperature of triat water? Circle the

48 answer you select.

5,9
tit .0 . c-,,,
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Temperature of Water

, Figure 5-1

It

11-.. -
Si

The graph indicates that the amount of dissolved gas
a. increases with increasing temperature.
b. decreases with increasing temperature.
c. decreases with decreasing temperature.
d. doesn't change with changes in temperature.

0 5-2. Study Table 5-1., It shows.possible relationships between water
temperature and the amount of dissolved gaS.

Which column best desgibes the4re1ationship of temperature and
dissolved oxygen?.

,r

Table 5-1

Temperature
(°C)

.ZE

Amount of Dissolved Gas
N (gm/100 ml)

A .,, B - C D

0 .0029 _0005 -1)061
,

.0000

20 .0008 , .0049 .0042
,

.boll

40 .0052 .0030 .0028 .0023

60 , .0012 .0019 .0014 7-.0035'-

80 .0043 .0008 .0031 .0054
, . .

100 .0019 .0068 -.0069

t's

.
f

c: . . .- 40 a
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(15-3.. Circle the stitement that best describes
temperature and the rate of chemical change

I. As the temperature increases, the rate
'creases.

b. As the temperature
creases.

c. As the temperature
creases.

d. The rate of chemical change is not affected by temperature.

the relationship between

of %chemical change de-

increases, the rate of chemical change in-

decreaes, the rate of chemical change in-

'

05-4. The water temperature-in a rifer is- being increased because of
thermal pollution. This increased temperature would cause the rates
of the chemicaletttions avhotosynthesis tn aquatic plants ix)

a. increase.
b. decrease.
C. stop.
d. remain the same.

Explain your answer. ,

5-6:
blooded,
The teniperat a a cold-blooded animal

a. is lower ihaiitha of a wa -blooded animal.
b. is always close toTh freezing point of water.
c. changes as the environmental temperature changes.
d. stays the same even if the temperature of the environment changes.

iftle the stagment that best describes the meaning of cold-., ,

D5-6.,. What iskieant by saying that animals are temperature sensitive?

05-7. Name, a common source of theimal pollution.

05-8. In terms of temperature sensitivity, why are goldfish good
household pets? .

ts
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054. ArVhy are trout likely to die in thermally polluted rivers?

05-10. Using Figure 5-2, select the numbered part of the graph that
best represents each of the following:

is. Highest oxygen concentration

.1). Lowest oxygen concentration

C. Low e ater temperature

d. Highest .0 D

a. Lowest B 0 D

f. Highest water temperature
..

,

I
w

1 3Oxygen ........ ce
Temperature razB.O.O.

%
(StoctiemIcal A
oxygen demand)

SEWAGE
-INPUT

I-IQT WATER
k. INPUT

0)C1W4
-
N,

TEMPERATURE

Flinn 5-2

a
INCREASING DISTANCE4OWNSTREAM

f

05-11. A study was made of the oxygen content of two areas Of a river.
One area is near a power-generating plant that acids warm water to
the river. In this area it was observed that the oxygen content-was much
less than in the colder water area. What are tVvo factors that can explain

is.difference?

4

51
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E1S-12. Desaibe in your own words what you think is harmful about
thermal pollution.

05-13. In what way do you contribute to sources of thermal pollution?

05-14. The diaram below showt%proposed plans for an atomic
power plant

If you had to vote on whether or not the plant could be built at the
location suggested, would you vote Yes, or No? Explain your answer.

Water

Ocean

'Steam

Cooling-system pipes in the ocean
will cool steartrto water.

Atomic
power
plant

SELF-EVALUATION 6 Circle the excursion for this chapter if you completed it.
6-

52
\

06-1. Define air pollution.

63

Power to city

.
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CI 6-2. Circle one ofirthe following statements tht will not be true if
present trends continue.

a. The number of motor vehicle tegistrations will increase.
b. The number of families owning only one automobile will increase.
c. The- number of families owning two or more automobiles will

increase.
d. The number of families owning automobilo will increase.

06-3. Describe why carbori mono,* is so dangerous to human health.

06-4. List three ways in which air pollutants may injure human health.

\ 06-5. List three other ways in which 'air pollutants create problemsfor humans.

06-6. How might you reduce Imog in a city?.

06-7. The automobile is considered by some to be the single most
important contributor to air pollution in the U.S. HoW can You explainthis? (Or why is this possible?) 1

6'4

''..us`
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n6-8. What recommendations do you have for reducing air pollution
due to automobile exhaust?

SELF-EVALUATION 7 Circle any of the excursions for this chapter that you completed.
7-1; 7-2; 7-3

07-1. Draw a typical population curve on the blank graph in Figure
7- 1.i

"4-

54

,

(
Figure.7-1 time __IL..

(D7-2. On the blank graph in Figure 7-2, draw the general shape ofthe human population curve as it presently looks.

za

Figure 7-2 Present .

11nre

El 7-3. A number of variables may contribute to the leveling off of a
population. Describe at.least three of these variables.

AO.
65.

t.: .
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7-4. Give two reasons why early settlers in the western United States
were not bothered by pollution problems.

07-5. Define population explosion.

07-6. Can the present human pOpulation growth rate contin e in-
definitely? Explain your answer.

its

El7.7. What effects could polltition have_ on the human population
growth?

074. The curve in the graph of Figure 7-3 represents a population
curve.,

5,

55 1
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SELF-EVALUATION 8

56

Label the following two points on the/curve.
A. The point at which thc number of deaths about equals the num-:

ber of births
iB. The point of the most rapid populatipn ncrease

-1

Figure 7-3 +ink!, .----7.7"1"

Circle the excursion for this chapter. if you completed it.
8-1

08-1. Write a ward formula that could be used in Calculatiug thefilaily
population change for a city.

;

084. 'Circle one of the following stateinents that-will 'not be true if
present trends continue in ,the United-States. ..

. a. The population will continue jto grow,as fak as it has in the past,
at lea for sonie time. , .

.
sb. Human irthrate will ,equal human4eath rate.

c. Polluti, problkinss will .becoMe more sexiOlis as population be-
cothis more concentrated. . .

d. Cities will grow in size.' . .

k ..

0 8-3. HoW could stopping thc use Of all -pesticides cause other prob-
, .lems for humans? . .

9
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08-4. Suggest a -solution to city noise pollution resulting from. air-planes. .,

IF

08-5. Is your solution (from question 8-4) likely to produce other-
problems for humans? If so, what are these problems?

8-8. What makes the solution to our major pbllution problems so
difficult? Why is there not a simple.solution?

08-7. You live in a small town. A large chemical industry is interestedin locating a new plant there. The plant would provide employment
, for 500 to 600 people. This would add more than $1,000,000 to the

town's economy; not to mention a big increase in tax money. If the
city entourages this company, other`industries may, in turn, decide to.locatt-in or near the town. This could be.the beginnitig ofmajor growth .for your area.

The head man of the chemical industry admits that the new industry
may cause some .pollution-o* a nearby river. He says, however, That
at this time his company could not spend more than a few thousand
dollars in trying to eliminate this pollution. .: As chairman of the city clariners, you have to vote for or against
rllowing the induslry to locate in your town. Think about tIkr advantage'sand 'the disadvantages to your city. -

a. What additional information-would help you decide how to vote?

S'
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. What will your vote be and why?

L

8-8. Disposing of junked car bodies has become a serious and ex-.
pensive problem in the United States. After all usable parts have been
removed, the car bodies are treated in orie of several ways. They may. ,
itc umulate in junkyards, piling,up for years. They may be s. hipped by
.bØgeout to- sea -and .dumped overboard to make artificial reefs. Or

'they may be complessed by machine into a small bale, shipped to a
steel mill, and converted into new metal products. (Heat generated by
fife compression burns up the, cloth and plastic. in each car.)

a: What are the economic proBlems as ociated with each of these
methOds of disposal?

,

b. How does each reduce or add to the pollution of our environmeni

.5.

1

,("T 1.

Q8-9. A newly constructed lumber mill on occasion has produced a
smog, pi-oblem in a small nearby city. The following solutions to this
smog problem have been proposed.

1c Warn the residents when smog levels become dangerous;so they
,, may stay indoors. . t ', *. . ...2. Close the lumber mill.

f3. Close the lumber mill on days when weather conditions ate likely
, to produce smog in the,city. . f .4 /

sis.; ;.
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4. Construct giant air-deflection fans to change the direction of smoke
movement.

s. Construct a smoke-filtering,system at the lumber mill.
6. Move the lumber mill to the other side of the city.

a. Which of the suggested solutions is most impractical? Could
cacti be considered impractical?

A.

b. Which of the suggested solutions will probably raise taxes?
Could eaelvpossibly raise, taxes? _

c. What are 'two problems associated with solution 3?

Or

d. Which of the,suggested solutions might increase the cost of
lumber? Could each possibly raise lumber costs?

A Whc; is responsible for the solution.of the problem?
IF a. Lumber comimny ...,

b. City government
C. City citizens ,
d. State governrvent

Ail of thg above

I.

'

v

f. None of die-above

59
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08-10. A pesty insect in the southeastern United States is the fire ant.
One of the suggested solutions to this problem is to spray the land with
a chemical Called mirex. Mirex kills tire ants. What are some questions
you would raise before allowing the chemical to be used?

4

08-11. Two of- the world's greatest problems are called the two P's:
population and pollution.

a. Explain how these two problems are related.

b. If population is controlled, will pollution disappear? Explain your
answer.

1 \
,
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Self-Evaluation Answer Key

!ikkL,F-EVALUATION 1

1-1. Your definition should include the idea that a. plague refers to an epidemic disease causing
a high rate of mortality.

1-216. 3 out of 10

14. c. south and moved north.

1-4.

.
14. Some said it was spread by the miasma, or poison cloud. Others susecz4,,ich things as
earthquakes, fire pillars, and other mysterious occurrences. Some suggested that h bottled
up in vessels and carried by evil men and released. .

II.i Crowded living, unsanitary conditions, and infestation by rats and other vermin 61
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SELF-EVALUATION 2

2-1. Heat and oxygen. You will remember that 'you used fnction as your source of heat energy
to light your snatch.

2-2. Oxygen kom the air

2-3. Input to

24. Carbon dioxide, water vapor, ash. sulfin oxide, phosphorus oxide, energy
24. A system is a set of things that influence each other.

24. A system is a set of things that influence each other. The things that make up a system are
called components. The input to one component conststs of those things that it takes from the
surrinindings. The vutput consists of those things that are released to the surrounding& Recall
the match7air system.

2-7.

Carbon dioxide.

Carbon dioxide

24. Oxygen

2-0..Carbon 'dioxide

2-10. Producer(s): carrots
Decomposer(s): bacteria
Consurner(1): gopher. snake, hawks

2-11.

Figure 2-3

L.

Gopher

Food

Carrot

CO2

Food

Oxygen
Oxygen

Snake

Wastes

CO

Oxygen

Wastes

I

Food

Wastes LiHawk

Sacterier Wastes

cb2

11,

z
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2.1.2iNs. The number of carrots wbuld probably increase because the gophers were not there
to eat them.

b. The number of snakes would probably decrease because there would be fewer gophens
there for them to eat, and so the snakcs would probably leave the arca.

o. Since the nuther of snakes would probably decrease, the number of hawks probably would
decrease also, since the hawks feed on thc snakes. The hawks would also probably leave thearea.

d. The number of bactena would probably decrease because the number of animals supplying
wastes decreased, or animal decomposers would decrease while plant decomposers increased.

2-13. Green plants use energy from the sun to build chemicals needed for growth. These chemicals
store sonic of the energy that came onginally from the sun. They are therefore calksd producers,
since they produce the -food" utilized by other organisms.

2.14
CO

PLANT
Oxygen

2-15. Living things remove things from their surroundings and add things to their surroundings.

2-15. You should have included in your description all the things you took from your environment
and all the things you added to your environment during one day.

These include the following.
Input to you Output from you

1. Food I, Carbon dioxide
2_ Oxygen ' 2. Other wastes
3. Water 3. Heat

SELF-EVALUAT1ON 3

3-1. Green aquatic plants

3-2. The need for oxygen by living things

3-3. The yeast represented the decay organisms. The milk represented the seWage.

34. Dissolved oxygen

3-5. c. Oxygen is present in tube B but not in A and C. (Remember that methylene blue turned
colorl& as dissolved oxygen was removed from the solution.)

..,

34. c. It increases because microorganisms use up oxygen when decomposing sewage. (Remem-
ber that in yOur experiment oxygen was used up faster whcn the concentration of sewage was
increased. This was caused by the microorganisms using up oxygen in decomposing sewage.)

The pOpulation of microorganisms that are decomposers will decrease. since there will
not. as much-sewage available for them.

b. e biochemical oxygen demand will decrease, since the amount of sewage to be decomposed
will be less.. There will'be less oxygen needed to decompose the smaller amount.

se34. 64 glugs (At the ,end of.30 seconds. you will have 2:-at the end of 1 minute, you have
4; at the end of li minutes, you will have 8; at the end of 2 minutes, you will have 1 , at the
end of 2} minutes, you will have 32; at the end of 3 minutes. you will have 64.)

$.1. Your definition should indicate that it is ,the addition of some excess to the environment
that results in changing the environment so that it is no longer suitable to support that life which
originally inhabited that environment

I

0
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SELF-EVALUATION

4-1. Detergents arc longer lasting than soap have more suds than soap, affect the germination
of seeds, and are biodegradable by algae. resulting ui algae population explosions:
4-2.. oxygen.

4-3. carbon dioxide.

4-4. A substance is biodegradable if it is capable of being decomPosed (chemically broken down)
R and utilized by. organisms.

11,

Concentration of DDT Qrganism

0.3
,

,

N. I

J Algae and microscopic
organisms

,
0.9 .:Minn4*

.-
2.4 nigger fish .

21.6,
. .

Fish-eating bird

t 44. carivn dioxide. /

4-1. Germinating seeds use oxygen from the environment, fo:i they arc more like animals in their

'

5 5. ;,
:!.

St.

exchange of gases in the air.

441. it x 100 .= 75%

4-9. Green plants (most common),-.Rabbits--Coyotes (least common)

4.10. We find DDT entering oceans along the land area's where dis used. Plants in the ocean
pick up thc DDT. "Small organisms feeding on plants pick up the DDT. Small fish feeding on
these smill organisms coricentratelDDT in their bodies. These fish are able to move farther from

. tlic place where DDT was applied. Larger and larger fish concentrate DDT in their bodies. These
fish move great distances from the place of application, eventually reaching ,the Antarctic waters
v.:111re fish-eating birds feed .on

. 4-111. toicess sewage; cleaning agents ("detergents); pesticides

4-12. d. Changes phenol red color to yellow (qtejact that a substance causes an indicator to
change col& does not make it asontributor to' polltition).

,-4-13. Meat, fish; egp, milk, and vegetabks arc all possible iourees of pesticides..
;

SELF-EVALUAT1ON 5

15-1.c b. decreases will; increasing temperature.

. 71.

e
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5-2. Column B
(The amount of oxygen that can dissolve in water decreases with increasing temperature. Column
B is the only column that shows this relationship.)

4-3. b. As the temperature increases, the rate of chemical change increases.

5-4. a. increase. Since photosynthesis involves chemical changes and increasing the temperature
increases the rate of a chemical change. photosynthesis may increase.

5-5. C. changes as the environmental, temperature changes.

5-6. When an animal is cold-blooded, its temperature changes as the environmental temperature
changes. If the temperature of the environment is too low .or too high, the animal will die.
Therefore. certain animals are temperature sensitive.

1- i Power-generating plants

Goldfish -prefer" water that is room temperature.
-..

5-9. Trout -prefer" colder water temperatures. They will die if the water is too warm because of
insufficient oxygen.

5-10, a. I; b. III; c. l;d. III; f. III

5-11. The concentratiogOf dissolved oxygen is less in warm water than in cold water. Living
organisms use dissolvedloxygen more rapidly in warm water than in cold water_

5-12. Your description should include the effecta'thermal pollution will have on plant and animal
life in the water.

5-13. You should include any ways in which you increase the temperature of surface waters.

5-14. Your explanation should indicate what you think about the'resulting ffiermal pollution.

SELF-EVALUATIiiN 6

6-1. Air pollution ..may ,be considered as any of the materials that man adds to the air. Your
definition may be quite different, depending on your way ofothinking. Even good things in large
amounts may be bad.

44. b. The number of families owning only one automobile will increase. (The trend is toward
families owning two or morc automobiles instead of one.)

1-3. Carbon monoXide can cause death if its concentration is high enough. Small concentrations
cancause dizzineSs, headaches, fatigue, and.slowed reactions. It reduces the ability of blood to
cskry oxygen.

64. They may produce lung diseases. They can irritate the eyes, nose, and throat. They din cause
headaches, general fatigue, and interfere with normal breathing.

1-5.. They can kill phints, destroy meta's, produce smog, dirty objects, and reduce visibility.

64. Reduce. the amount of air pollution:

6-7. Motor vehicles are the largest contributor to air pollution. Since there are more ears than
any other types of motor vehicles, cars conld be considered the single most important contributor.

114. Possible recommendations may include the use of anti-pollution devices, changing the types
of engines, or even reducing the number of automobiles. The practicality of each recommendation

4 .

. should be consiOered. ,
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SELF-EVALUATION 7

7-1.

7-2..

stt

a
a

Th110

'116

ii
I Present

Time --sol-
i

-Lazo.

14.

7-3. The presence of disease organisms; the presence of wastes and poisons; the amount of flood
, and needed gases; and the availability of space for the organism.

7-4. There were very few people in the arca, and there was no real industry to cause pollution
problems.

7-S. Population explosion refers AO a population inpease of an organism at an explosive rate.

74. One or more of the variables that you should have listed in 7-3 will probably cause the
human population growth to level off.

7-7. Pollution can cause disease and reduce food supplies, resulting in a leveling off of human
population growth.

74.

Time

IM11,

77
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SELF-EVALUATION 8
People° Peopk

Population = births + moving Deaths moving 'optional
change in away

64. b. Human birthrate will equal human death rate.

Your answer should include the idea that the number of pests could become so large as
to possibly cause sickness or disease. Fond supplies could become smaller if plants and animals
are being attacked by the pests.

$4. There ere several possible solutions. How economically feasible is the one you suggested?

84. 11% problems could be economic, or perhaps simply cause inconveniences. The important
thing to see is that by trying to solve one problem, you usually create others.

1-6. As you have probably already seen many times, a stilution to one problem creates different
problems. Hopeftilly, you could give several good examples of this.

11-7. You should be able to defend whatever decision you made.

114. a. Junkyards fUll of cars take up valuable (anti Machines to compress the cars and convert
them into new metal products are expensive; so also is the transportation necessary for dumping
at sea.

b. There are several pollu,tion problems associated with junkyards. The ugly sight and problems
with rats are just two you may have mentioned. The heat generated by the compression machines,
and the burning of the cloth and plastic arc pollution problems associated with the other disposal
method.

114. is. Thetone that is mau impractical depends on your point of view. Some arc more impractical
than others.

b. Solutions 2 and 3 perhaps would raise taxes more than the other solutions would.
a. It's often difficult to predict weather conditions, and they can change rapidly. It would be

difficult for employees to have their jobs depend on the weather.
d.. Solutions 2 through '6 could possibly cause an increase in the cost of lumber.
0.

$10. Among the questions you may ask arc the following: (a) How big a pest are the fire ants?
(b) What problems do they cause? (c) What are the problems that Mires would cause if it was
used? (d) How much do we really know about Mires?

111-11. a. The larger the population, the greater the pollution seems to be.
b. Population control probably wouldn't make pollution disappear. You should be able to

explain why. But you should also be .able to explain how-it would help the pollution problem
to control population.

4t
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My Progreisis

1

Keep track of your progress in the course by plotting the percent
correct for each Self Evaluation as you complete it.

Percent correct Number correct x 100
Number of question&

To find how you are doing, draw lines connecting these points. After
you've tested yourself on all chapters, you may want to draw a best-At
line. But in the meantime, unless you always get the same percent
correct, your graph will look like a series of mountain peaks-.

-RECORD OF My PROGRESS
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